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two weeks ago we announced a new way to live migrate vmware virtual machines that provides one
of the highest throughput and lowest latency vm-to-vm live migrations available. the new

technology, known as cloud motion, leverages the continuous replication engine in vcenter server to
replicate vms into the new datacenter at unprecedented scale and with only a single step. cloud

motion is available in two modes, a passive plan and an active plan. the passive plan replicates vms
for 30 minutes once they are powered up in a new datacenter. in a passively replicating

environment, if the vms are down, the system will not move them but will power them back up
without any interaction from you. in an active plan, cloud motion works in much the same way as

vmotion, and will initiate a live migration when a virtual machine is down. however, you can control
where the vms move to, so you can choose to have them continue to a new environment or start in

your primary datacenter. cloud motion also offers the ability to replicate vms to many external
datacenters or cloud platforms without requiring an ec2 instance. the new capabilities of cloud

motion and the spring board, together, allow vmware cloud on aws to deliver continuous migration
for the first time. all springboards running on vmotion can now be live migrated, which means that

the only downtime that customers will see is on that vmotion session, not the entire project. the new
vmotion strategy provides a virtually seamless seamless live migration experience when compared

to the previous vmotion strategy which has never provided a seamless live migration.
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now, you must save your changes and then exit the text file. once you do that, you can login using
the credentials. you will need to make sure that you are logged into the root admin account. here is
a picture of the process. i hope you enjoy this video! i'll be back with more the following day, and i

will have a new video to present as well! enjoy the rest of the videos, and remember to come to my
blog site often for more content! the latest version of hcx is now a beta that is available for public

download in the vmware software inventory. while this has been known for several months now, the
ability to roll out the new version at this point in time is a testament to vmware's commitment to the

customer. i do have one question and that is that they should make a policy that once a product
version becomes a public beta, they will be constantly publishing news regarding the imminent

availability of that new version. it's a bit tiresome to wait and watch. in that vein, it may be more
beneficial for vmware to hold back a new release while a bug-fix version is reviewed. yes. vmware
cloud on aws govcloud (us) sddc is directly connected to your vpc using elastic network interface
(eni) and therefore has access to aws services. virtual machine workloads can access public api

endpoints for aws services such as aws lambda, amazon simple queue service (sqs), amazon s3 and
elastic load balancing, as well as private resources in the customer's amazon vpc such as amazon
ec2, and data and analytics services such as amazon rds, amazon dynamodb, amazon kinesis and

amazon redshift. customers can now enjoy the newest generation of vpc endpoints designed to
access aws services while keeping all the traffic within the aws network. 5ec8ef588b
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